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Those who have a copy of vol. 2 of A Treatise of Human Nature (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
2007)  may wish to incorporate the additions and corrections that have been made in vol. 2 of the
paperback published in January 2011.  These changes are shown below in two lists. The first list
corrects errors in dates and other numbers, in names, book titles, and text locations. The second
corrects minor errors of form.  Instructions for making changes are in bold.  For ease of use, line
numbers are given after page numbers (for example, 200.10 indicates page 200, line 10) and are
counted, excluding headings, from the top of the page unless followed by fb, which means they
are counted from the bottom of the page, again excluding headings and also footnote lines. When
corrections or additions occur within Editors’ Annotations, the line numbers in brackets  indicate
the relevant line(s) within any given annotation (for example, 728 in 48.10-12 {line 4} means on
p. 728 look at the fourth line of the annotation for 48.10-12). Notes are identified by n; the
location of the correction in the note is provided by a line number (for example, 506 n190.20
means the 20  line of note 190 on p. 506).th

HISTORICAL ACCOUNT

433 n2.1   not exclusive  should read  not mutually exclusive
451.7   until November 1740)  should read   late October 1740)
468.11   There are six such  should read  There are five such
468.12    amendments, five   should read  amendments, four
468 n99    The sixth hand-written amendment . . . is found in all of the copies . . .  All six 

amendments  should read  The remaining hand-written amendment . . . is found in 
several of the copies . . . All the amendments

488.5fb   in November 1740   should read  in late October 1740,
488-9 n137.4   As can be seen in Sect. 6 below,  should read  As can be seen later in this

section,
491.8fb    for 7-9 December,  should read  for 7-9 December 1754,
495 n156.3    P. Des Maiseaux  should read  P. Des Maizeaux
496 n160.3   Dario Perinneti  should read  Dario Perinetti
553.17   Recherches . . . les principes dus   should read  Recherches . . . les principes du
584.4-5   did not have, at the appropriate time . . . 500-700 sets  should read  did not at the time

have the funds to purchase the 500-700 sets

EDITING THE TEXTS

595 n16   320.45  should read  320.44
596 n18    320.34, 37,43  should read  320.33, 36, 42
598 n23.5    books in flat sheets,  should read  books in sheets,
615 n70.2   except when preceded by a d’,  should read  except when preceded by a d



615 n70.4   Apostrophe has over the e’  should read  Apostrophe has over the e
622.5fb   judgement, for example,  should read  judgment, for example,
626.13   Sect. 2.2.2.3 below.  should read  Sects. 2.2.1.5 and 2.2.2.3 below.
629.1fb   (see 2.2.1.5, 2.2.2.1)  should read  (see 2.2.1.5)
630.1   marks,  should read  marks (see 2.2.2.3),
636.6fb    separates and its forms repl. separates  should read  separates and its forms repl.

seperates
653   at 227.30    much as] GG *much   should read   much as] GG  PN *much
656   at  n71.31 (324) As] NN * as H*  should read  As] PN * as H*
680.15   Before the line beginning  ‘I had entertain’d some hopes,’  insert a centered, solid 

line. This line is in the copy-text and signals a change of subject.

EDITORS’ ANNOTATIONS

685.4fb    of the Index.  should read  of Index 2.
686.17    Logic).  should read  Logick).
689 in 2.6-7 {line 6}   in his Essays Moral and Political  should read  in his Essays, Moral and

Political
701 in 13.18-20 {line 3}    (Essay 2.33.11).  should read  (Essay 2.33.6-7, 11); cf. Abs 35.
721 in 38.42    at the end of the annotation, add  See also ann. 70.27.
724 in 41.34-6 {line 3}    his limbs  should read  the man’s limbs
728 in 48.10-12 {lines 8-9}    THN 1.2.2.8; ann. 26.37  should read  THN 1.1.5.8, 1.2.2.8,  

1.3.7.2-7, App. 2; LG 31; EHU 12.29; ann. 26.37.
744 in 71.2-3 {line 5}    See also 2.3.8.2; ann. 277.25;  should read  See also 2.3.8.2.; anns.

70.4, 277.25;
756 in 92.7-8 {line 10}    attributed to him  should read  attributed to Locke
757 in 97.7 {line 3}    ‘sGravesande  should read  &sGravesande
791 in 149.22 {line 3}    (see anns. 140.1, 2).  should read  (See anns. 140.1, 3).
792 in 149.38-9 {lines 5-6}   anns. 49.11; 140.1, 34  should read anns. 49.11; 140.1; 149.22
794 in 151.31-2    See ¶4 of this section  should read  See ¶¶3-4 of this section; ann. 149.13, 40.
834 in 196.45    version of these lines make  should read  version of these lines makes 
837 in 206.11-12 {line 4}    to the distresses of others  should read  to the distress of others
870 in 266.36 {line 10}    Right to command  should read  Right to command’
872 in 269.15 {line 3}    the balance of 2.3.3,   should read  the balance of 2.3.4,
882 in 288.35-6 {line 6}    have no hope’ (‘Apology for Raymond Sebond’, 708, 378; cf. ‘Of

friendship’ and ‘Of the art of discussion’, Complete Essays, 137).  should read have no
hope’ (‘Of the art of discussion’, ‘Apology for Raymond Sebond’; cf. ‘Of Friendship’, in
Complete Essays, 708, 378, 137).

910 in 320.44 {line 4}    320.45  should read  320.44
926-7 in 345.title {line 12 on p. 927}    Jones  should read  D. Jones
959 in 396. title {line 7}    found below in  should read  found in
961 in 401.4    This annotation has been lightly revised to emphasize the editors’ treatment

of the Appendix. 



At this point in the Appendix, Hume asks readers to correct two ‘errors of the press’ (p.
682.26-8). These corrections are shown at Editing the Text, Register B, entries 127.17 (p.
651) and 171.34 (p. 652). Following his remarks about these errors, Hume asks readers to
insert in the text of the Treatise four more passages, that is, four passages in addition to
the earlier five (see ann. 398.37) he had already written for insertion.  In the order of their
original appearance, the four passages are found at n.5 (pp. 18-19), 1.2.4.22, 1.2.4.31, and
n.12 (pp. 46-7). These are marked in the text, as are the earlier five passages, at their
beginning and ending with a superscript App.  See also ann. 396.title (p. 959), the first
paragraph on p. 674, and Ed. App.2 where the Appendix can be read in the order it first
appeared (pp. 674-84).

973 in 426.24-7 {line 3}    (there is no French edition of this work)  should read  (there is no 
edition in French of this work)

974 in 426.41-2 {line 4}    See also anns. 50. title, 86.17, 90.9, 97.39.  should read  See also 
anns. 86.17, 90.9, 97.39.

BIBLIOGRAPHIES

985 Berkeley   The title Passive Obedience should be aligned with the other titles of
Berkeley’s works.

988 Castiglione  1478-1529.  should read  1478-1529; see also Sect. 3.
989 Cicero   see also Sects. 2, 3.  should read  see also Sect. 2.
1013 Sprat   see also Sects. 2, 3.  should read  see also Sect. 3.
1017 Bernier   delete   ; see also Sect. 1.
1021 Charleton   Voluntary Motion Microform  should read Voluntary Motion: 

Hume   the footnote number following this entry should be .16

1021n  footnote number should be .16

1023 Sallust   see also Sect. 1.  should read  see also Sects. 1, 2.
Sprat   see also Sects. 1, 2.  should read  see also Sect 1. 
Theophrastus  delete ; see also Sect. 1

1029 Malherbe Hume’s Reception in Europe, ed. P. Jones  should read  The Reception of
David Hume in Europe, ed. P. Jones

INDEXES

The letter ‘a’ following an index page number refers to the left hand column, ‘b’ to the right hand
column, of that page. Word(s) following page and column designations are index entries. As
before, instructions for making changes are in bold. The page numbers and column
identifications given below are those of the 2007 edition. Reminder: There are two indexes.

INDEX 1: HISTORICAL ACCOUNT AND EDITING THE TEXTS

1044a  Horace  after this entry, insert a new entry
 horse, relative size  244, 854



1045a  Hume, David  
 early reading  page numbers should be  440, 442-9, 485 

1051b  Mosley, James  move this entry to follow the entry  Morgan, Thomas
1052a  Noon, John 

  printers’ names on imprints  page numbers should be  455, 607
1052b  Perinneti  should read  Perinetti
1060a  A Treatise of Human Nature  

  a draft of Book   3 477-8  should read  a draft of Book 3   477-8
1061b Wilson, John  

  printer of Treatise  page numbers should be  455-6, 601, 605-8

INDEX 2: HUME’S TEXTS AND EDITORS’ ANNOTATIONS

1070a Ayers, Michael  page numbers should be  706, 710
1085a conception(s); conceiving  

 of possible existence  page numbers should be  26, 33, 48-9, 153, 164, 714
1092b  Duns Scotus  after this entry, insert a new entry 

duration; see time
1097a  evidence   after this entry, delete the first three sub-entries and page numbers, and

substitute the following five sub-entries
as belief, conviction, evidentness, etc.  12, 59, 99, 105, 122, 161, 164, 188, 214,

259, 283, 293, 326, 375, 427, 714, 739-40
degrees of  62, 86, 90, 95, 97, 104, 174, 259, 293, 408, 426-7, 729-31, 753, 755,

757-8, 760-1, 974
diminution of  97-9, 104, 121, 293, 757-8
as a feeling, stronger or weaker  97-9, 104, 121-3, 164: see also the sub-entry

above  degrees of evidence
as force, firmness, solidity  26, 72, 86, 99, 104-5, 107, 131, 188, 400

Note: Retain the sub-entry  and historical facts  and the sub-entries after it.
1097a  existence, idea of   

no abstract or general idea of  page numbers should be  48-9, 65-7, 396-8, 428,  
959

1101a  a golden mountain  page numbers should be  26, 703, 714
1102b Gravesande, Willem Jacob, ‘s  should read  Gravesande, Willem Jacob &s 
1103b Hall, Roland  after this entry, insert a new entry 

happiness 235, 237, 395
1103b Heineccius  before this entry, insert a new entry 

hearing   9, 10, 29, 119, 697, 772: see also secondary qualities
1105b Holden, Thomas A.  page numbers should be   706, 711
1106b Huet   before this entry, insert a new entry

Howe, John  801
1109a  ideas    

complex, compound    page numbers should be   7-8, 12-14, 16, 20, 25, 30, 59-
60, 106, 150, 155, 696-7

simple     page numbers should be  7-14, 16, 18-20, 23, 59-60, 697, 823



1110b imaginary dissection of the brain  before this entry, insert a new entry
images; see under religion

1111b impressions 
complex  page numbers should be  7-8, 12-14, 16, 20, 59-60, 106, 152

1112a impressions 
simple   page numbers should be  7-11, 106, 152

1118a league (distance)  page numbers should be  38, 70, 721, 744
1121a Locke  after the sub-entry  on curiosity  insert a new sub-entry

on custom  720
1124b madness  page numbers should be   7, 84-5, 305
1128b memory  after the sub-entry  and personal identity  insert a new sub-entry

and place  70, 744
1133b Munro, Alexander   before this entry, insert a new entry

mountain and valley  26, 714
1137b parts  

of space, time  page numbers should be   24-7, 30, 31, 33, 39, 150, 154, 711-12,
718-19, 793-4

1139b perception(s)
as distinct and separable entities  page numbers should be  137-8, 153, 160-1, 

164-5, 169, 399-400
1142b point(s)   after this entry, add the words   see also mathematical points

and delete the sub-entry  mathematical  26 . . . 717
1142b  point(s)   insert a new sub-entry   coloured  27-8, 30-2, 150, 154
1150b religion  before this entry, insert a new entry

relics; see under religion
1153b Royal Society  after this entry, insert a new entry

rules, systems of; see also general rules  117, 768
1154a scepticism    

Pyrrhonian   page numbers should be   414, 425-6, 773-4, 966, 972-3
1160a Sisyphus   after this entry, insert a new entry 

sleep  7, 28, 165, 715
1161a space and time  before this entry, insert two new entries 

sound(s)  10, 16, 18, 29, 65, 112, 113, 127-9, 131, 146-7, 149-52, 155, 168, 186, 741,
779-81, 826; see also secondary qualities

sound, standards of  37, 720
1163b ‘Suicide’  before this entry, insert a new entry 

 succession as time; see time, duration
1165a taste, sense of, relish    add a page number after the word  relish  16
1168a vacuum or void, or idea of  

  arguments regarding   page numbers should be 32, 40-7, 706, 717-18, 721-4
1170a Vitruvius Pollio  before this entry, insert a new entry

vision; see sight
1172b  Watts, Isaac   {line 22}  delete the sub-entry   his system of rules  and insert a new 

 sub-entry after the sub-entry  on relations
on rules, his system of   768-9 



CORRECTIONS OF MINOR ERRORS OF FORM

s.r. means should read
ix.3fb   ‘Editorial Appendix’  s.r.  Editorial Appendix
ix.2-1fb   ‘Editing . . . Gentleman’  s.r.  Editing . . . Gentleman
x.2-3   “Historical . . . Death’  s.r.  Historical . . . Death 
500 n169 {par. 2, line 2}    Physico-theology   s.r.  Physico-Theology 
506 n190.2fb    attribution, see  s.r.  attribution see          
519 n234.7    humour’.  s.r.  humour.’          
536.10    position, in his Nature and Immutability of Truth is contrary  s.r.  position, in his            
               Nature and Immutability of Truth, is contrary          
597.5    to correctly count  s.r.  to count correctly           
612 n60.5    ¶¶  11-19  s.r.   ¶¶11-19         
612 n60.6    ¶¶  111-20  s.r.   ¶¶111-20         
635    SEnd-of-line-additions. On nine occasions  s.r.  SEnd-of-line-additions. On ten occasions    
663 n1    add a period at the end of the note          
722 in 40.21-2 {3fb}    insert a space between  ‘Leucippus’  and  [G]          
751 in 83.36-7    add a period at the end of the annotation          
798-9 in 156.32-3 {line 6 on p. 799}    we owe the references  s.r.  we owe these references      
844 in 225.30-1 {line 5 fb}    (1628-1695),  s.r.  (1628-95),       
846 in 228.28-32    add a period at the end of the annotation         
847 in 232.1-2 {line 3}    the manufacture, and virtues  s.r.  the manufacture and virtues         
859-60 in 257.14-15 {line 5 on p.60}    background, see  s.r.  background see          
865 in 262.34-6    add a period at the end of the annotation          
875 in 276.4    add a period at the end of the annotation       
964-5 in 410.17-18 {p. 965}    add a period at the end of the annotation       
990  Colliber    I. of the Humane Soul  s.r.  I. Of the Humane Soul          
1020-21    the obelisk following the publisher and date for works by Boileau, Charleton, and

 Grotius should be superscript as it is for Charron’s work         
1034  Wood, Rega    Tractatus de indivisibilibus  s.r.  Tractatus de indivisibilibus 
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